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Neglecting the squares of small quantities, this gives
d$ = a (1 + u) dd -f ad(f>. If p be the proportional elongation of the elementary arc
ds — dsi    dd>                                         , ,
If the rod is inextensible, we have p = 0.
The equations of equilibrium of an inextensible rod may be formed by either of the methods described in Arts. 10, 11. Taking, for example, the three equations marked (4) in Art. 11, and joining
themto                        £ = £"2,       ^ = 0 ..................... (3),
a
we have five equations to find T, U, L, u, <f> in terms of 0.
38. If the rod is slightly extensible as well as flexible, the equations become somewhat changed. The arc ds in the equations of equilibrium in Art. 11 means now the stretched length of the element, while F and G represent the impressed forces referred to a unit of length of the stretched rod. The equation jp = 0 must .also be replaced by another connecting p with the tension.
The relations which connect L and T with p and q are perhaps most easily deduced from the expression for the work done by the stresses when the rod is deformed. If Wdsl be the work done by the stresses when the element is stretched
•and bent, we have                Wds^ -^ds1(Hp2+~J    ........................... (4),
•where H and K are the constants of tension and flexural rigidity. This result follows at once from those given in Art. 16 of this volume and in Art. 403 of Yol. i., ••when we assume that the work due to a deformation of bending is independent of 'that of stretching.
From this expression for W we may deduce the values of T and L. Keeping one end P1 of an element P'Q' fixed, let the element be further stretched, without
altering the curvature, so that its length ds becomes ds', then d.p=~ — • — .    The
WSj
work done by the tension T at the end Q' is - T (dsf - ds), and that done by the couple at Q' is -L - . The sum of these is dW.d^. We therefore have
Next let the element, without altering its length, receive an increase of curvature
— — . P     P
so that the radius of curvature is changed from p to />'; then — = — — .    The
a     P     P
tension at Qf does no work, while the work of the couple X, at Q' is -if --- } ds.
\P     P/
Also <& = (!+#)&!,                /. --=-~-L    ................................. (6)
v     *'    l                                      a      dq l+p                                                   v ''
These expressions give for a slightly extensible and flexible rod
(7).

